The EBS 6500 Series is an entirely new and improved small-character ink-jet system designed for exacting in-line product and package coding.

It starts with an all-new cabinet configuration that includes a ventilation process incorporating moisture traps, filters and a chemical-resistant keypad that will protect the unit in even the harshest environment.

The EBS 6500 Series also integrates a touch-screen display for easy message creation and operational control. The result is an innovative ink-jet system that prints startlingly crisp, multi-lingual alphanumeric text and bar codes that provide error-free product identification.

**Improved Ink System**

The EBS 6500 Series' ink system features a proprietary iModule® reservoir that makes preventive maintenance easier than ever. No tools, no mess, no service technician required – all in less than a minute.

Bottle changes are now a thing of the past. No more clumsy screw tops means ink and solvent containers can be swapped in mere seconds, without complications or an inky mess.

**The continuous ink-jet system that leads the market in innovative design, easy operation and sustainability.**
Improved Printhead

Leading-edge technology is utilized in the design of the system’s printhead. Its ultra-flexible umbilical connection is constructed of a highly durable material. In addition, an improved printhead valve creates high pressure upon start-up to effectively clear the nozzle. This self-closing valve also will shut down immediately if there is a power failure, sealing ink delivery and preventing it from drying in the line.

Improved Sustainability

The EBS 6500 Series is leading the market in providing an environmentally responsible ink-jet system. Not only does the unit automatically recover potentially harmful solvents, it also consumes less than 28 watts of power.

Efficient & Dependable

- Lower power consumption
- Lower solvent consumption
- Virtually no wasted consumables
- Leading-edge sustainability features
- Extremely low operating cost
- Easy to maintain
- Easy to handle and install

www.ebs-inkjet-usa.com
Depend on EBS Group

EBS Ink-Jet Systems has been providing leading-edge solutions for contact-free coding since 1977.

Today the EBS Group consists of four primary companies located in Germany, Poland, China and the United States. In addition, we maintain several sub-ventures and numerous cooperative partnerships.

We engineer, develop and produce our own systems. The EBS Group sales network consists of over 120 distributors, dealers and OEMs in more than 60 countries. All share these common goals:

- Superior quality
- Outstanding service
- High-quality products
- Fair pricing
- Total customer satisfaction

ISO 9001:2000 Certified